Science journalist Caroline Williams does the rounds of top neuroscience laboratories for this immersive investigation of neuroplasticity -changes in the brain induced by training. Eager to work on issues such as attention span, Williams turns guinea pig, submitting to magnetic brain stimulation to achieve better focus, geeing up creativity by means of electrodes over her prefrontal cortex, and more. The human brain, she concludes, is "an amazing thing to play with" that can do more than you might imagine. Barbara Kiser
Amazing Stories of the Space Age
Rod Pyle PrometheuS (2017) Seasoned space writer Rod Pyle returns to orbit with this cavalcade of oddball missions, many only recently declassified. We learn how the Nazis planned to reduce Manhattan to radioactive rubble with Silbervogel -a huge rocket bomber that never materialized, yet spawned key spaceflight technologies. And in 1952, rocket scientist Wernher von Braun devised an inflatable solar-powered space station. There is plenty more, from analyses of near-failures such as NASA's Apollo 8 mission to a capsule history of a late, lamented 'thrill ride': the US X-15 hypersonic rocketplane, which last flew in 1968. To be fair, it is not Hurlbut's intent to issue ethical prescriptions for the future. His only normative commitment in this book is to the question of how we should understand democratic science, not what we should do politically. He wants us to interrogate the idea of "right public reason" and widen the field of potential participants. In my view, however, our greatest collective challenge is not constructing a more inclusive ideal of public reasoning. Rather, it lies in finding cause to believe that, given human nature, divisive social inequities and the current political climate, US citizens are capable of realizing such an ideal. Sadly, social media and the Internet, once embraced as tools for broadening democratic discourse, are now serving mainly to narrow and harden people's views.
Why
At the opposite end of the Cleveland Museum hangs the enormous 'pixelated' portrait Paul III (1996) by the artist (and supporter of stem-cell research) Chuck Close. Close created the work by superimposing a grid over a photograph of the sitter and painting abstract forms approximating the details and colours in each square. The result is a face 'mapped' in cells -at arm's length impossible to parse, but at a distance coalescing into a man's cool stare. Close has described the effect of his portraits as the democratization of life experience. Yet there is also something unsettling about this piecemeal portraiture. It could be an apt metaphor for the coming embryo-research controversy in the United States: citizens inhabiting isolated bubbles of (mis)information who, through the aggregation of their votes, coalesce into a picture of democratic agency that one might find unappealing. ■ 
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